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February 14 brings up images of beautiful 

fl owers; heart-shaped boxes of candy and…..

condoms. Condoms? Yes, February 14 is 

not only Valentine’s Day, but also National 

Condom Awareness Day.

If you look at it rationally, it makes sense to 

connect condoms and romance. If condoms 

were regularly used, the number of unintended, surprised 

or mistimed pregnancies would be greatly reduced. Just 

as importantly, condoms are the best way to prevent 

the spreading of sexually transmitted disease, and more 

importantly HIV/AIDS.

Since many STD infected individuals will not even know 

they are infected, they are at risk of potentially infecting 

it onto others. If they do infect someone else, that person 

can in turn, transmit it to someone else and on and on. 

This applies to the killer disease AIDS. By simply blocking 

the exchange of body fl uids that may contain infectious 

agents, condoms can save lives.

If you really love your loved ones then, go out and 

buy them a pack of condoms this Valentines

Did you know that National Condom 
Awareness Day is also the Valentine’s Day?

buy them a pack of condoms this Valentinesbuy them a pack of condoms this Valentines



The start of a new year 

brings fresh hopes and 

fresh anxieties.With the 

recent unveiling of our new 

look world class corporate 

identity and logo, depicting 

our global recognition; we 

as Bidco family have our 

work clearly cut out for us. 

With a clear purpose to 

serve daily consumer needs 

to enhance Happy Healthy 

Living; our journey towards world class standards of operations has begun 

in earnest.

The pace might be too much for others, but let us not allow our colleagues 

From The Editor’s Desk to remain behind. This is the time to hold hands together and to encourage 

and cheer on each other as we progress along this challenging, yet exciting 

journey.

As the Isikuti dancers declared during the launch ceremony of our new logo; 

2010 is a Tsunami year in Bidco. This is the year we are going to take over 

from all fronts. It is also the year of the Lord in our lives as Bidco family; 

as was declared by Ah-Gha-Pay Mecry Director, Reverend John Muhika on 

December 19th, 2009.

Let’s stay focused to our individual and organizational objectives as we 

begin the year 2010. Remember, the ultimate price is to; To Grab, Grow and 

Sustain Number “1” Market Share in the African Markets by 2030 

Happy Healthy 2010 to everyone

Vincent Onyango Ajienga

Since the launch of our new look corporate identity and 

logo, a lot of effort has been put in ensuring that all 

members of staff understands what the logo stands for and 

where we are going as a company. 

Trainings are currently going on to align our corporate values and vision 

with the world class management practices like Kaizen. 

I would therefore like to request 3 basic things from our people in the year 

2010:

 

The fi rst request is that you vitalize and expand your SEQCDD 

activities. SEQCDD stands for Safety, Environment, Quality, Cost, Delivery 

and (Research and) Development. 

These are the important elements that form the foundation of our 

business activities. I would like to ask you to further vitalize the SEQCDD 

activities, and make efforts to expand them so as to move toward drastic 

resolution of problems. I would also like to ask you to set and observe 

clear deadlines and time frames in pursuing your activities. 

Secondly, I would like to request that you share information and 

concerns with others for faster problem solving. I would like to see 

transparency in the process of intra- and inter-departmental information 

sharing that is made up of steps like selection and communication of 

information, judgment towards and instruction regarding information 

and resulting consequence. 

Thirdly, I would like to ask you to cultivate a deeper sense of 

compassion and create a lively workplace culture. We must be willing to 

listen to others and try to understand and respect the others’ positions. 

I believe that in this way we can carry out our work with a sense of 

compassion. I want you to seek out the good in people and bring out their 

best, sharing both joy and sorrow, so that you can create a warm and 

lively workplace atmosphere.

It is my opinion that both a company and a person must pursue a dream, 

or an ideal, in order to grow and develop. I understand that each of you as 

an individual has dreams of your own, just as the BIDCO group has a major 

goal i.e. “To Grab, Grow and Sustain Number “1” Market 
Share in the African Markets by 2030” 

I wish you enhance both your work and personal life with an intention of 

achieving your dream, and lead a fulfi lling life.

New Year message from
the Chairman
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Started over 25 years ago, BIDCO remains steadfast in ensuring that it 
fulfi lls its purpose of serving daily consumer needs so as to enhance Happy 
Healthy Living by Branding, Transforming, Distributing the Goodness of 
Mother Nature.

On 20th December, 2009, Bidco Group C.E.O Mr. Vimal Shah led the Board of 
Directors, management, staff and their family members in unveiling a new 
look corporate identity logo depicting the company’s global recognition 
and strong African presence.

The ceremony which coincided with end year staff party, was held at 
Ruaraka Sports Club amid pomp and color with Isikuti dancers leading the 
way in declaring a Tsunami for Bidco in 2010.                

The new logo is surrounded by two archs refl ecting the care and 
protection that BIDCO embraces as a responsible corporate citizen. This is 
the care and the responsibility Bidco has over its employees, customers, 
partners and the community in which it operates and does business

The logo has a “passage” through which the name BIDCO lies. This passage 
represents the BIDCO WAY – of management, service, systems and quality.

The passage is also a path that represents the value chain BIDCO offers. It 
leads to the encounter that anyone has when they deal or interact with 
Bidco Oil Refi neries or a Bidco product, resulting in Happy, Healthy Living.

The passage also shows the Bidco spirit and special way of doing things. 

The spirit goes through the passage of the BIDCO WAY to bring out world 
class systems, teams, culture, structures, products amongst others

The “passage” broadens on either end as a sign of BIDCO’s approachability, 
openness to ideas, innovation, inspiration and abundance. This is what 
every BIDCO employee, BIDCO product and BIDCO consumers’ and the 
communities in which we do business experiences.

GOING WORLD CLASS, WITH A NEW 
CORPORATE LOGO AND IDENTITY
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The waves on the BIDCO passage represent the spirit of the company, 
radiance, passion, energy and the drive towards achieving world class 
excellence and standards of operations.

The New BIDCO corporate colors
The BIDCO environment is well highlighted in our new look colors: 

Bidco Yellow refl ects; Optimism; Enlightenment and Happiness that our 
people and customers continue to enjoy; Promise of a Positive Future. This 
color also represents our edible fats and oils.

Bidco Blue represents; Trustworthiness; Dependable ;Commitment to 
the values that we hold dear to us; Reassurance; Blue also represents our 
detergents and soaps. 

Bidco Green represents our growth, natural resources, eco-friendliness of 
our processes, products and systems as well our slogan of happy healthy 
living

Bidco Orange represents; Radiance; Energy; Passion; Our drive towards 
achieving world class excellence. It also represents the raw material we 
use in our production (Palm Crude)

Bidco White represents; Transparency; Integrity; Clarity; Purity

As we move towards a new level in BIDCO growth path, we will continue to 

lay strong emphasis on the value we place on our employees, customers, 
and business partners.

Bidco remains committed to our spirit of providing our people with 
possibilities and opportunities for success and growth.

LET THE BIDCO WAVE TAKE YOU OVER
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Bidco as a company was not left behind. The Board of Directors through the C.E.O pledged to double every 

cent contributed by staff towards assisting these orphaned and vulnerable children. 

The centre through their Director, Reverend John Muhika has proposed to start a Chicken broiler project that 

would make them more independent and hence stop relying on handouts from well wisher.

To all of us who contributed, God bless you and may 2010 be your year of abundance….AMEN

is the year of the Lord in BIDCO

“In everything I showed you that 

by working hard in this manner 

you must help the weak and 

remember the words of the Lord 

Jesus, that He Himself said, ‘It 

is more blessed to give than to 

receive.” Acts 20:35

During the 2009 staff end year 

party at Thika factory, Maxwell 

Sande, Regional Trademarketer 

and peer educator, led members 

of staff in making a pledge to 

assist the orphaned children of 

AH – GHA-PAY MERCY CHILDREN 

CENTRE, in Gathanji, Gatanga.

And true to this promise 

members of staff pledged 

their contribution through 

contribution forms distributed 

by peer educators. Amount 

totaling Ksh.115, 000.00 was 

pledged and the same is due 

for deducation from January 

2010 payroll. 
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Vimal the 

Fellow...... Chris

the Warrior
Our C.E.O Mr. Vimal Shah and Director Mr. Chris 

Diaz were in November, 2009 feted by the 

Marketing Society of Kenya (MSK) for their 

tremendous contributions to marketing in 

Kenya and beyond.

Mr. Vimal was awarded a Fellow of 
the MSK while Mr. Diaz was made 

a Warrior of MSK. Mr. Vimal now 

becomes a council of elder and a life 

member of MSK.

The society whose core mandate is to continually 

promote professional marketing standards by 

establishing a practitioner code of ethics and 

providing interactive fore for marketers; draws its 

membership across the country

Bidco is also a corporate 

member of MSK.

   

Congratulations 

Fellow and Warrior 

of MSK 2009, we are 

proud of you.

Fellow
the

Our C.E.O Mr. Vimal Shah and Director

Diaz were in November, 2009 feted by the 

Marketing Society of Kenya (MSK) for their 

tremendous contributions to marketing in 

Kenya and beyond.

a 

becomes a council of elder and a life 

member of MSK.

The society whose core mandate is to continually 

promote professional marketing standards by 

establishing a practitioner code of ethics and 

providing interactive fore for marketers; draws its 
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membership across the country

Bidco is also a corporate 

member of MSK.

   

of MSK 2009, we are 

membership across the country
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I
ndustrial and workplace laws must never be taken for granted. The 
chronology of many fi res and accidents reported in the media which 
have led to fatalities, extra 
fi nancial costs to busineses, 

physical injuries, ill health 
and damages to properties 
can be perceived as a painful 
remainder about the importance 
of recognizing workplace safety 
requirements.

The fundamental question then 
“How prepared then are we 
for any eventuality as we leave 
home for work every day?” In 
Bidco trainings are conducted for 
fi rst aid, fi re marshals, internal 
auditors and occupational 
health and safety committee for 
employees to impart knowledge 
and skills pertaining to there areas 
of operations. Safety trophy has 
also been introduced to promote 
safety culture among employees 
and various departments.

In the workplace, however, a person should not engage in improper 
activities that will harm them, such as ‘boisterous play, scuffl ing, fi ghting, 
practical jokes, unnecesaary running or similar conduct.’

It is employees’ responsibilities to be on the lookout for possible safety 
and hazards, such as slippery fl oors and faulty electrical equipment. In 
factories employees must ensure there are no leaks of steam, water, oil 
and blocked aisles, including blocked fi re extinguishers, hose sprinklers 
heads, blocked fi re exit doors and evidence of equipment overheating. 
It is also the responsibilities to protect themselves by observing Safety 
workplace procedures and practices, including wearing of protective gear 
like helmets, safety boots, overalls, ear muffs/ear plugs, googles, gloves 
where necessary.

Workplace Environment

In order to minimize the occurrence of occupational injuries and illnesses, 
employees in turn should:
1. Know what is being used and how to use it properly and safely
2. Use safety equipment whenever it is needed
3. Ensure good housekeeping
4. Carry out their work on the basis of the training and instructions given 

by the employer
5. Notify management of any observations that could lead to injury or 

illness.

Taking the health and safety of 
Bidco employees seriouslyB R A N D

C O R N E R

W
hen I went to visit my family one weekend, little did I 

know that this visit would be special. I din’t get a vision 

like Moses and the burning bush, no, I just knew it. 

After the usual excited screams from my siblings that announced my 

arrival to the whole village, I sat down for a welcome cup of tea. After 

catching up, another session of screaming was heard from outside, this 

one coupled with screeching car tires, announcing the second arrival at 

our house: my cousin Zak.  One look at him and I smelt trouble. Zak had 

parted ways with his girlfriend, Caro

When he went to sleep, I decided to unpack his bag for him and the 

stench emanating from his bag told of a heart broken into pieces, a 

hurting soul. As I removed his clothes from the bag, I noticed that his 

white vests were now brownish; his shirts had those ugly dirt lines 

around the collars. I decided to soak them fi rst with Gental washing 

powder, and then buy some bleach to remove those stains the following 

day. 

But on removing the vests from the basin the next day, imagine my 

shock when I saw they were all white and clean, all the brownish stains 

gone! That was my fi rst time to use Gental, and to tell you the truth, I 

had always thought it’s like all the other detergents in the market. I 

was also surprised to discover that unlike the other detergents; I didn’t 

have to break my legs running for hand lotions and glycerin every time 

I did my laundry to get rid of the irritating dryness. When Zak saw his 

clothes, he was so happy he even forgot about his broken heart. “Just 

buy me a pack of that detergent and I wont even miss Carole washing 

my clothes”, he exclaimed.

Well, since that weekend I have never looked back and always advise 

everybody to stick to products that work. Try Gental this weekend and 

you will become soul mates.

 

Four Reasons why you should buy Bidco’s Gental washing powder (and 

stick to it):

�It gives you the whitest whites
�It keeps your colored clothes bright
�Has stain removing enzymes
�It is gentle on your hands

This is an open forum where readers share their best experiences with 

any of the Bidco products. Send e-mail to: sicily.muriuki@bidco-oil.com
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E
ver wondered why 5K awards have become synonymous with 
PM stores (IMM) over the last few months, then your guess is 
as good as mine….stop thinking of 5K as a department within 
Corporate Affairs.

PM stores, through its Team Leader, Mr. Sanjay Patel have been able 
to inculcate the culture of leadership and ownership amongst team 
members. The traditional thinking and attitude of 5K being for 
Wainaina and his team has completely being changed. 5k is today the 
work of everyone within PM stores.

While most of us still wait for the BLISS team of Aarti and Kashyap to 
come and carry out monthly 5K audit once a month, PM stores have 
5 dedicated internal auditors who carry out daily 5k audits within 
different sections of the department. This has played a great role in 
making 5K a culture within the department

To further enhance ownership and team spirit amongst members, 
there are teams created within the department and given different 
sections to manage. Winning teams are then 
recognized during the daily gemba meetings

And in an effort to ensure that all members of 
the team are strengthened and developed, they 
groomed and encouraged to take up leading roles 
within their teams. Outstanding members of the 
team are also publicly acknowledged by the 
Team Leader during departmental and 
gemba meetings. This is not only 
aimed at motivating them, but also 
challenge others who are weak to 
come up and take leadership roles.

The confidence levels of PM Stores’ 
staff are at their all time high, 
thanks to their Team Leader who 
has fully empowered his team 
to carry out projects and instant 
improvements without having 
to wait for him. 

PM STORES…..
.....where 5k is not a PROJECT, but a culture

“If you want to get the best out of your team, all you need to do is 
empower them and practice an open door policy for all, where you are 
not seen to be siding with a section of the team” advised the Team 
Leader Mr. Sanjay Patel.

Job clarity and roles for all is very clear in PM stores. When one walks 
into IMM, you will find all and sundry busy at different sections of the 
department…no idle sitting, idle talk or gossiping which most of the 
time causes uneasiness amongst people in a department

Togetherness and family spirit is equally very strong in IMM. The 
spirit of brotherliness is alive in this carton department. This is best 
demonstrated when someone is bereaved and at most times during 
happiness like weddings

Most of the PM stores staff attributes the great success of their 
department to their team leader.
“Sanjay is just like another team member, not a boss. He is the 
source of our inspiration due to his open and all inclusive style of 
leadership” says Peter Muange, a Supervisor in the department  

The team leader is always present and ready for consultations 
whenever is called upon by the team.

Unless other department shapes up and borrow a leaf from PM 
stores, then we better forget about the monthly MRM 5k award

It’s a challenge to all of us to have a paradigm shift and stop 
viewing 5k or Kaizen as a project, but rather as a way of life.

A section IMM staff 

with their Team 

Leader Mr. Sanjay 

Patel and the 5K 

award trophy

IMM 5K Auditors with their team Leader
and the 5K TROPHY

One stop shop for BIDCO News
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Strengthening our Human Capital

Mr. Mohammed Shafi  Miya Kadri joined Bidco’s Engineering 
department as Meintenance and Development Technician

Ms. Elizabeth M. Ndisya has joined to 
strengthen our sales back offi ce team 

Mr AlpeshKumar Naginbhai Valand joins BORL 
Weighbridge department as a Supervisor

Mr. David Kamu has joined Bidco Warehouse 
department and has also come to strengthen

Bidco United’ s striking force.

Mr. Mr. Benjamin O. Ogea joins BORL’s 
Soapery department. Benjamin is also a 

footballer with  Bidco United

Karibuni Bidco

8

Mr. Venkatachalm Ramaswamy Iyer joins 
BORL as Team Leader, Human Capital 

Department
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Elianto Team Leader Mr. Dileswar’s daughter, the 
beautiful Lipsa wedded her husband Mr. Devam 
on November 22nd, 2009. Shaadi Mabarak ho, aur 
Khush Raho. (Inset, the newlyweds)

Daniel Mutua of Finished Goods Warehouse left 
the bachelors’ club offi cially on 10/10/2009 at AIC 
Kithuiani in Machakos. Daniel has invested 9 years 
with Bidco since 2001 todate. “Ni useo muno 
David”

Mr William Minza of Packing Department and his 
lovely wife Pauline Musili at a colorful ceremony 
held at A.I.C Makongeni on 12/12/2009. We wish 
you well in your marriage William

Brother Mathews Abonyo of Engineering 
department tied the knot with his sweetheart 
Angeline Agutu on 21/11/2009 at St. Patrick 
Catholic Church, Thika. Mr. Mathew has been in 
Bidco for the last 7 years. “Ru Ruath e miyone 
Jaka Baba”

1
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Even our 
parties have 
gone world 

class…

T
he 2009 end year party was 
organized and held on December 
19th at Thika factory and 20th at 
Ruaraka Sports club respectively

The party was one of the best organized in 
the recent years. There were no ugly scenes 
of rowdiness and scrambling for transport 
to and from Ruaraka by staff as witnessed 
in the past. Drinks, food and entertainment 
were not in short supply as most people 
had a field day making several refilling trips 
to the beer bar

And as usual, the chairman, Mr. B.D. SHAH 
did not disappoint as he declared a one 
month bonus salary to all members of 
staff….for the 20th year running. 

KUDOS to the 2009 End year party 
organizing committee and the CCPR team 
that coordinated most of the logistics

Some danced like this....

....And like this....

Others drunk and made faces.... while others 
watched and laughed.

Well... others relaxed. 
One stop shop for BIDCO News10

...And the Bidco products came in all 
SKUs! 



C
hristmas came early for a number of 
families in Ukambani, Eastern province. 
For the umpteenth time, Bidco responded 
to the humanitarian appeal from our 

brothers and sisters in Eastern province and 
partnered with the not- for profit organization, 
Action in Focus, to distribute food and offer 
free medical camp in Nguuni, Mwingi District 
on Saturday November 14th 2009.

Bidco donated 600 kilograms of Yello Gold 
that was distributed to over 600 families and 
homes around Nguuni area of Mwingi district.

Bidco remains responsive to the local 
communities in which it operates. The 
company regularly donates its products to 
several charitable organizations on a monthly 
basis, most of who depend entirely on our 
donations.

Giving back to the society

One stop shop for BIDCO News 11



A
s Bidco Group accelerates its journey towards attaining world 
class practices and standards; the requisite competency levels 
required across the entire staff establishment, to oil and 
drive this corporate goal becomes more and more complex. 

This places greater demands on the Staff Learning and Development 
section of Human Capital Department, to be more proactive, responsive 
and focused in order to develop the necessary skill and competency 
mix that will lead to strategic alignment and integration of the 
competency development processes with the overall corporate goal of 
the organization.

In Human Capital Department, there is a strong belief that Strategic 
positioning of learning and development will directly promote 
organizational business goals and objectives. In this regard, there is 
a need for all business units (Departments, Teams etc) to thoughtfully 
evaluate their current skills and competency levels and determine 
the talent, skills, and knowledge required for them to achieve both 
personal and company goals. 

In the previous quarter (October- December), Human Capital 
Department in conjunction with concerned stakeholders facilitated nine 
(9) competence based training interventions among them Siemens S7 
PLC Training for electronics and Instrumentation engineering team, 
Food Safety and Hygiene training programme in line with ISO 22000 
(FSMS) certification programme, Quality Management Systems Training 

etc as well as several on the Job training sessions at 
respective gembas. 

The starting point (this year) in the Journey to world 
class standards is the on going ambitious learning 
programme on Kaizen Management Systems and 
Practices; where all the facets of Kaizen practices 
will be covered. The programme, running from 12th 
January up to 18th March 2010, is being conducted 
by Kaizen Institute- Africa facilitated by our own 
BLISS team. The  participants will be certified as 
Kaizen Practitioners at the end of the 9 weeks 
training.

As we welcome our new Team Leader, Human Cpaital, 
Mr. Venkatachalam Iyer, the department wishes to assure 
all members of staff of a more focused, results oriented 
and professional approach in all aspects of HR Functions, 
through his guidance and leadership which he has ably 

demonstrated in his one (1) month with us. 

All employees are expected to realize the importance of continuous 
learning and development both for individual, group and organizational 
efficiency. 

Karibu Sana Bwana Venkat!!!!!!!!!

ATTAINING WORLD CLASS STANDARDS 
THROUGH LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Venkatachalm 
Ramaswamy Iyer - new 

Team Leader, Human Capital 
Department

12

Trainings in session an 
inset is training and 

development officer - 
Kelly Wambua
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Maxwell Sande 
speaks…

O
ur journey to world class has 
just started with several on the 
job trainings for staff including 
Kaizen Foundation training for all 
levels of staff. The year could not 
have started on a better note. 

Those of us in the trade marketing team will strive 
to ensure that we nurture and develop more positive 
thinkers in our team. When you think positively, 
everything ends up in a positive note. It is important 
for all of us to know where we stand today to enable us 
continually improve ourselves and systems.

We are undergoing a lot of challenges at the market place 
as competition keeps on coming up from all angles. As East 
African Community (EAC) becomes a reality, all we see are 
OPPORTUNITIES! We will however have to do a lot of “outside 
the box thinking”, for us to remain competitive. We need to 
give our Kings who are our customers the best products at 
affordable prices and at the correct time. We need to ensure 
that we as Bidco family members use our products. Let us all 
strive to be ambassadors of our products wherever we live.

Our entire Trade Marketing team is well prepared for any 
challenge and is constantly on their toes countrywide; an 
equivalent of “high alert levels” in military quarters. Bidco 
is what it is today because of the contribution of each one 
of us. We no longer work on old paradigm style where 
soldiers were fi ghting the war and the generals taking the 
credit.

For those of us in leadership positions, let’s be ready to 
not only lead, but also motivate and inspire those we 
are leading. An employee who leads other colleagues to 
do good things for the organization ends up shinning 
like as a star as the other colleagues will never let him 
walk alone. 

As a peer educator, I request all of us to make 2010 
the year of knowing our status. This remains the 
surest way of keeping HIV/AIDS at bay in our lives. 
Our CEO Mr. Vimal Shah has taken a lead in ensuring 
that no one dies because of lack of information 
about the scourge. Let us make good use of the over 
50 peer educators trained peer educators in Thika 
and Elianto to ensure that we kick AIDS out of Bidco 
and the surrounding communities.

2010 is a very interesting year and the future looks so 
bright for us. We only need to stay focused to our goals 
and dreams. Let us not wait till when we are 55 years 
old and ask where the time went to.

I wish you all the best as you fi ght to reach for your dreams.
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I
n March 2009, Sejal (of Treasury department) received 2 

e-mails that would change her life and that of her family 

for good.  The email asked her and her family to help raise 

funds for her sister-in-law’s kidney transplant. The sister 

had been on dialysis for over 3 years and the cost was too 

much for her to bear. The doctors advised that kidney transplant 

was the only solution.

After one week, Sejal got another mail. This time, the contents of 

the mail shocked her. “The mail was requesting if my dear husband, 

Milesh could be a compatible kidney donor to his sister” said Sejal.

As would have been expected of anybody, Sejal did not respond to 

the mail and at the same time tried not to ignore it. The weeks that 

followed were equally hard for Sejal’s family. 

“It was very hard to make a decision of this kind since giving up a 

body organ is not easy, yet my husband’s sister needed urgent and 

immediate help, and the only person who could help her was her 

brother, my husband.” said Sejal

“I was overwhelmed at the support that was accorded to me by the 

management on thinking positively and taking everything on “as-

it-comes” basis, said Sejal

All this while, Sejal had not informed the husband about the request. 

After a lot of soul searching, she fi nally approached her better half 

and informed him about the request.  It was not easy to convince 

him to give up an organ of his body by spur of the moment.  It took 

a month to mould him to think positively and mentally prepare him 

to take this courageous decision.   

Milesh then agreed to donate one of his kidneys to his sister, a 

decision that was not easy to make, but which he had to. After  

expert advice from doctors, Sejal’s family fi nally informed his sister 

and her family that her husband will donate one of his kidneys for 

her sister. The sister and the entire family were overjoyed at the 

courageous decision.

Another challenge again awaited them since organ transplant is 

illegal in most countries around the world. Approvals for such an 

activity had to be obtained from both Kenya and India governments 

for which they had to wait for 6 weeks before getting the permit. 

The operation fi nally took place on 3rd October, 2009. 

“ I was more than nervous during the entire operation and kept 

asking God to allow everything to go well since this was the biggest 

sacrifi ce I had ever asked of my husband to do for the sake of his 

sister’s life” said Sejal amid tears of joy.

Sejal is also very greateful to all her work colleagues, management 

and the entire Bidco family for standing with her during her trying 

moments. Remember; if you want to do something good in life….do 

it today while you are alive…We don’t know what tomorrow holds 

for us.  Giving one a Second Chance in life and living to see them live 

happily is a blissful blessing.  Don’t loose that opportunity to put a 

“smile” on someone’s face while you have the chance.



What is the best thing to do if you 

fi nd a gorilla in your bed? 

Sleep somewhere else.

What can you hold without ever 

touching it? A conversation

A guy shows up late for work. 

The boss yells, “You should’ve been 

here at 8:30!” 

The guy replies, “Why? What 

happened at 8:30?”

China has a population of a billion 

people; One billion; that means even 

if you’re ‘a one in a million kind of 

guy’, there are still a thousand others 

exactly like you…ha ha ha 

Jokes 
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F
or a long time, the only security team we were accustomed to, was PEMWE security 
guards which had become synonymous with Bidco. 

Most of us only watched the rest of the big boys in the security industry in news, both 
bad and good, and in some cases, we came into contact with them inside banking 
halls

But now they are here with us…..to love and to cherish and above all…to stay. They are the not 
so famous G4S; taking over from PEMBE…..I mean….PEMWE

G4S announced their arrival in BIDCO with a bang………..rubbing most people who were caught 
unawares the wrong way……frisking and searching anyone and everyone going in and out of 
BIDCO….a style only seen in Hollywood movies.

This was a bit unusual to most people as they had got so used to the laid back styles of 
PEMWE.

Most members of staff have however come to understand and appreciate why they are frisked 
whenever they walk in and out of Bidco. 

The frisking when walking in is mainly to ensure that no one carries anything that might be 
harmful to our staff eg. Firearm, weapon of any kind, drugs and alcohol and also to ensure that 
whatever one walks in with, is the same one he/she will walk out with. 

Most of us have come to realize that all these are done for the benefi t, safety and security of all 
us while within the precincts of Bidco  
 
Let us all strive to corporate with the security team to make our stay in Bidco, not only happy 
and healthy, but also safer

Keep up the good work G4S ….you make us feel much safer               

JOHN SHISINYA KUSIA

The entire Bidco family is saddened by the sudden 
demise of Mr. John S. Kusia of  Elianto Division. John has 
served Bidco Oil Refi neries Ltd with dedication since 21st 
January 2004 until his untimely death on Friday 22nd 
January 2010. 

Until his death, he was the Senior Cook at the Staff 
Cafeteria- Elianto. 

Management, staff and entire Bidco Family condoles 
with John’s family, friends and staff of Elianto division 
during these trying moments.  May Almighty God give 
you strength and comfort.

John, in God’s Hands You Rest, in Our Hearts and 
Memories you Live Forever

May your soul rest in eternal peace. AMEN

Out Goes PEMWE...
In comes the strict and thorough 

PROMOTION TO GLORY


